INTRODUCTION
The behavior of security prices is one of the affluently documented works in empirical finance; the most enduring model used for this purpose is the random walk hypothesis. The Random Walk Hypothesis has an illustrious history, with remarkable intellectual forbears such as Bachelier, Einstein, L'evy, Kolmogorov, and Wiener. Reference [1] gives first contribution to literature by using random walk hypothesis for financial markets. It was firmly believed amongst financial empiricists that stock market price should reflect the intrinsic value of underlying assets. Over the past two decades ample research work has been undertaken to test the efficient market hypothesis -the claim that a market in which prices fully reflects available information is an efficient one. It was strongly argued that there were no opportunities for investors to make abnormal profits by exploiting information contained in the history of fundamental market data. Reference [2] categorizes three forms of market efficiency: weak, semi-strong and strong. These three forms differ in terms of the types of information which are used in developing investment strategies. As [3] points out, a sufficient condition for weak-form efficiency is that the stock prices fluctuate randomly. As a result; a market is efficient in the weak form if stock prices follow a random walk process.
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Investors in weak-form efficient markets cannot expect to find any patterns in the historical sequence of stock prices that would provide insight into future price movements and allow them to earn an abnormal rate of return. The security prices fluctuate randomly if a market is efficient, and the degree of randomness of security prices increases with an increase in market efficiency. The most efficient market of all is one in which price changes are completely random and unpredictable. For these reasons, the Random Walk Hypothesis and its close relative, the Efficient Markets Hypothesis, have become icons of modern financial economics that continue to fuel the imagination of academics and investment professionals alike.
Augmented Dickey Fuller Unit Root Test and Serially UnCorrelation Method have been used for the detection of random walk in time series data, see, among others [4] , [5] , [6] and [7] . Reference [8] shows that common stock prices have properties analogous to the movement of molecules. Osborne applies the methods of statistical mechanics to the stock market, with a detailed analysis of stock price fluctuations from the point of view of a physicist.
Many research works on stock behavior suggest that the expected value of speculative strategies should be zero. In an efficient market the stock prices would reflect all the available information and as a result of different favorable and unfavorable news the stock prices varies differently. These different variations are termed as random movement and in econometric terminology it is called random walk of security prices.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate evidence in support of random walk hypothesis in the Pakistani stock markets (LSE, ISE and KSE) using three techniques: the run test, Augmented Dickey fuller test for unit root, Variance ratio test and Ljung-Box Q test. Of the four tests used, three examine inter temporal structure of stock returns and one examines unit root stationarity in the price revelation process. As [9] points out, if the evidence fails to support weak-form tests there is no reason to examine semi-strong (and/or strong) forms before declaring the market is inefficient on the evidence.
The significance of random walk hypothesis: The significance of the random walk theory can be explained both practically and theoretically. From practical point of view canvasser of the hypothesis deals with the absence or presence of systematic elements in their empirical studies, and the detection of some nonrandom components is not evidence against the RWH unless it can be shown that systematic tendencies in past price behavior alone present unexploited opportunities to make above normal profits.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Believer of the efficient-markets concept also tend to espouse the concept of the random walk that the market behaves in discernible way. The advocates of random walk holds that it is impossible to predict the prices of a security from the past performance because changes in economic condition, securities valuations, corporate profits and market as a whole all occur in a myriad of different ways. In random walk process, successive stock returns must be identically distributed and independent so that the correlation between one period's return and the immediate following period is zero, [9] , [10] , and [11] .
So the technical analyst would exploit any non-random fluctuation or speculators would buy before an expected rise in price or sell short before an expected fall in price. In random walk the flow of information is random, and if security prices adjusted with that information so the new security prices would also be randomly attuned, and hence each day securities have different prices depending on the flow of information. And no body can predict about the future security prices. Wall street journal has different thinking on the subject. It believes that past stock prices do show foreseeable trends and that it is possible to forecast the market based on past performance.
So by taking this issue several studies have uncovered empirical evidence, which suggests that stock returns contained predictable components (e.g. see [12] , [13] and [14] . Despite these staggering findings their results of failing to reject the random walk applies only to the stock markets of industrialized nations. It is of great interest to explore if the similar patterns can be identified in the Asian stock markets. Reference [15] reports that stock returns of emerging countries are highly predictable and have low correlations with stock returns of developed countries. He suggested that emerging markets are less efficient than developed markets and that higher return and lower risk can be obtained by incorporating emerging market stocks in investor's portfolios. Reference [16] used variance ratio test to find out random walk for Asian stock market and rejected random walk for all the observed Asian stock markets. Reference [17] findings suggested that random walk hypothesis for London stock market is rejected but the weak form of market efficiency can not be rejected. Reference [18] findings suggest that the monthly stock price for the Taiwan stock market exhibits weakform efficiency. Reference [19] used variance ratio test and reject the random walk hypothesis for Latin American stock markets, however run test indicate that Latin American equity markets are weak-form efficient. According to [20] "Thus an accurate statement of the narrow form of the random-walk hypothesis goes as follows: the history of stock price movements contains no useful information that will enable an investor consistently to out perform a buy-and-hold strategy in managing a portfolio".
According to [21] , [15] and [22] most of the research has conducted on stock market of developed countries and less attention has been paid to emerging stock markets, so this study is a step toward research on emerging stock markets.
Researchers have consensus that the power of variance ratio test is superfluous than any other test used for random walk [10] . Reference [23] derived the nonoverlapping VR (NVR) statistic, which follows a Beta distribution. As argued by [10] , the OVR test is expected to have higher power than the NVR test. The advantages of the VR test are summarized by [24] . The application of the Variance Ratio test to measure the time series data was observed by [25] , [26] and [27] .
For Karachi stock market [28] observed the random walk of security prices traded in KSE 100 index. [29] took the event of 9/11 and check out the presence of predictable element in stock return, his finding suggested that before 9/11 the predictable element exists in stock returns (e.g. week day effect) but the security prices also followed a random walk. The study about the market efficiency of Karachi stock market [30] suggested that after 9/11, security prices followed a random walk and no calendar related anomalies exist in KSE 100 index.
DATA & METHODOLOGY

Data
Daily stock index data was taken for Karachi stock exchange, Lahore stock exchange, and Islamabad stock exchange from Business recorder, which is a well known and reliable source of business indicators in Pakistan. The daily index for all three markets consists of five year data and included almost 1200 observations for each stock market.
Measure of Daily Return
The daily closing value of KSE, LSE and ISE were used for calculating the daily returns. The continuously compounded annual rate of return is a well-accepted approach to measuring the daily returns. The natural log of daily closing index value is, thus the measure of daily return used for this study.
Following is the formula used to find the return:
where: R t = return on day 't' I t = index closing value on day 't' I t-1 =index closing value on day 't-1' Ln= natural log.
Method and Procedure
The ADF unit root, Variance ratio test, Ljung Box Q statistics and a non parametric Run test has been used for the analysis of the data. The details of method implemented are given below:
Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) Unit root test 1
The Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) unit root test is given as:
Where t ε is a pure white noise error term and where ) (
The number of lagged difference terms to include is often determined empirically, the idea being to include enough terms so that the error term in equation is serially uncorrelated. Since Eq: "A" is a first-order difference equation, so the stability condition requires that 1 > P
Run Test
If a series of positive and negative residual occurred, then the randomness of these residual can be checked through runs test which is also known as Geary test, a nonparametric test. The run test determined whether the successive price changes are independent. Unlike to any parametric test the assumption of normal distribution is not applied on run test. If the return series exhibits greater tendency of change in one direction, the average run will be longer and the number of runs fewer than that generated by a random process.
Under the null hypothesis that the successive outcomes are independent and assuming that N 1 >10 and N 2 >0, the number of runs is (asymptotically) normally distributed with 
Variance Ratio Test
Lo and MacKinlay variance ratio test is derived on the assumption that if the natural logarithm of a time series P t is a pure random walk, the variance of its q th difference grows proportionally with the difference q, that is the variance of its q th difference variable would be q times the variance of its first difference. So if we obtain n+1 observations P o , P 1 , P 2 ,…..,P n at equally spaced intervals, 1/q of the variance of P t , P t-q is expected to be the same as the variance of P t -P t-1 , for a time series characterized by random walks. σ is the unbiased estimator of 1/q of the variance of qth difference of the logged security return (P t -P t-q ) and 2 1 σ is an unbiased estimator of the variance of the logged return (P t -P t-1 ). Reference [10] demonstrates that the 
There is a growing consensus amongst finance empiricist that volatility is time varying as documented by most of the researchers that variances of most stock returns are conditionally heteroscedastic with respect to time. 
Ljung Box-Q Statistics
The first approach we use here is to consider the autocorrelation structure of stock returns and test the joint significance of the autocorrelation using the Ljung-Box portmanteau statistic (Q). The Ljung-Box Q-statistics are given by: 3 Decision Rule: if Z (q) and Z*(q) calculated values is less than Z tabulated values then we reject Ho: VR (q) =1, Z tabulated =1.96 for 5% significance level.
Where r j is the jth autocorrelation and T is the number of observations. The Q statistic is often used as a test of whether the series is white noise. Q is asymptotically distributed as a chi square distribution with degree of freedom equal to the number of autocorrelations. This test was developed by Ljung & Box, in 1979 . To compute auto correlation and Ljung-Box Q statistics, we compute correlogram, which graphs the value of auto correlation at successive lags against the length of the lag and the last two columns reported in correlogram are the Ljung-Box Q-statistics and their P values. 
DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
ADF unit root test
An Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test is used for a unit root in time series sample; it is the advance version of the Dickey-Fuller test. The greater the negative value of the ADF test statistic the greater the chance of the rejection of the hypothesis of having a unit root.
From table 1, the ADF test result shows that for all the three stock markets returns, we can reject the null hypothesis of unit root. It was recommended by many financial researchers that existence of random walk component does not mean that future stock return is unpredictable. If stock returns are characterized by a white noise process, the correspondence price indices are said to follow the random walk.
In that case that stock returns are considered to be unpredictable. If the stock returns do not follow white noise or they are integrated of order one or I (1), there exists some predictable components. The ADF is used to find out only the stochastic trend components while the purpose variance ratio approach is to detect if the shortterm fluctuations dominate the stochastic trend components or not. According to [30] the Karachi Stock market follows a random walk for its daily returns, the same results was also determined by [28] . 
Non-Parametric Runs Test
A non-parametric runs test has been commonly used to examine the random walk hypotheses which further implies the existence of weak-form efficiency in stock markets return (e.g. see, [19] and [32] ).
A non-parametric runs test is applicable here as a test of randomness for the sequence of the return. In other words, it tests whether Pakistani stock markets returns are predictable. If the successive change in the returns is random, it is an indication of weak-form efficiency. A test for a run up and down requires dividing the return series into two different types, increasing and decreasing. A positive sign (+) is assigned if the return in the sequence is higher than the preceding return, whereas a negative sign (-) is assigned if the return in the sequence is smaller than the preceding return. A zero (0) is assigned if there is no change in the returns. For example, a series of-----+ + + + -----00000 + + + + would indicate five runs-two positive runs of length four, two negative runs of length five and one zero run of length five.
The run-up and run-down test identifies the existence of persistence but does not indicate the direction and degree of persistence. Rejection of the null hypothesis of randomness indicates the persistence in returns does exist, which violates the weak-form of market efficiency.
As suggested in the table 2 that, the successive return for all the markets do not show independence and hence upon the above results we can reject the null hypothesis of randomness which is inconsistent with [30] and [28] study for KSE 100 index.
Variance ratio test
Variance ratio test is developed by [10] and it is more powerful than any standard autocorrelations tools. Under the null hypothesis of variance ratio test the stock return follows a random walk and the variance ratio are expected to be equal to one. The table no 3 reported that except LSE (under the assumption of heteroscedasticity) no other stock market returns follows a random walk hypothesis and hence the market efficiency concept was void in this prediction of variance ratio test. As concluded by [30] and [28] the presence of random walk in security price for the KSE 100 index has no more validation under these circumstances. Now to remove these discrepancies in results further theoretical supports are needed.
As for the [28] study is concerned he used the standard tests for autocorrelations, like Ljung Box Q statistics, ADF test for unit root and correlogram method to find the random walk of security prices. So one reason of this discrepancy is that [28] did not use a higher power test like Variance ratio test, the other reason for inconsistency is that [28] used a weekly data for his analysis while in this research daily observation has is used. Now if we see Ljung Box Q statistics of our analysis we can easily conclude that it was consistent with our variance ratio statistic results.
The LB-Q statistics indicate auto correlation for both ISE and KSE but no autocorrelation for LSE at any observe lags. The validity of Z (q) depends to some extent on its asymptotic distribution towards normality and one can The bold numeric represents the variance ratio while the values in parenthesis represents the Z (q) and Z (q)* respectively and the value with a (*) representing the value is significant at 5%. also prefer a large sample such as in [30] study more than 2000 daily observations has been taken for analysis for KSE 100 index and only heteroscedastic consistent Z* (q) is free of autocorrelation and indicating randomness.
Since [30] concluded that KSE 100 index is efficient in term of information, so rejection of random walk hypothesis do not imply that market is not efficient. In variance ratio statistic when exceeds one leading to rejection of null hypothesis, which is indication of positive serial correlation that manifest itself in short term fluctuations.
Ljung Box Q test
The LB-Q 5 statistic is often used as a test of white noise for a time series. LB-Q is asymptotically distributed as a chi square distribution with degree of freedom equal to the number of autocorrelations.
LB-Q statistics obtained for Pakistani stock market returns (shown in Table 4 ), suggested that there exist autocorrelation for KSE and ISE for few lags but not shows any autocorrelation at any lags for LSE. This result was consistent with not only to previous research work of [30] , but also consistent with variance ratio analysis of the same stock markets. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper we assessed the random behavior of the security prices for three major Pakistani stock markets i.e. Karachi stock market, Lahore Stock market and Islamabad stock market. To put more validity and accuracy to our analysis, we used a number of statistical models for random walk assessments. These statistical tools started from a non-parametric statistical test i.e. a Run Test, 5 The Ljung-Box Q statistic has an asymptotic chi square distribution with p degrees of freedom equaling the first ρ lags. If the associated probabilities are less than 5%, the null hypothesis of no serial correlation is rejected at 95% level of confidence.
followed by [10] Variance ratio test and L-Jung Box Q statistics. For the assumption of stationarity, the Augmented Dickey Fuller unit root test is also applied.
The analysis section gives us contradictory results from different statistical tools, since some of the tests are more statistically powerful than others ( [10] and [33] ). That is why we analyzed and interpreted the results with the appropriate assumption and statistical power of the tool used. The Augmented Dickey fuller test of unit root is used only for the existence of unit root in time series data, which suggest the randomness of the observed time series for all the markets. The LB-Q statistic, Run Test and the variance ratio test results were consistent with each other, but LB-Q and VR statistics contradict with RUN test in case of LSE. Our results of KSE also contradict with the general assumption of many researchers who suggested that KSE 100 index follows a Random walk hypothesis, for example [30] and [28] .
The Pakistani stock markets follow a random walk hypothesis if the assumption of variance ratio test and LB-Q statistic is fulfilled, like large number of observation, etc. One important finding of this result is that although this study contradicts [30] , but it is consistent with one part of his study where he argued that in pre 9/11 era KSE 100 index does not follow a random walk and Monday gives a highest positive return which an indication of day of the week effect.
